4X12 TELECOM MODULE

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Module accepts four incoming telephone lines and distributes them to up to twelve locations.

- More flexible for future configurations as well as a line seizure port for easy integration with security systems.
- RJ45 jacks for easy termination.
- Bracket included.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Discontinued: Yes
Superceded By: TM1045
Color: Grey/Black
Footprint: Single Bay
Mod Jack Wiring: 8P8C T568A (RJ45)
Type: Telecom Module

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Mounting Hardware Included: Fasteners

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

UN SPSC: 43222819

DIMENSIONS

Depth (Metric): 5 cm
Depth (US): 2"
Height (Metric): 7.4 cm
Height (US): 2.9"
Width (Metric): 16.3 cm
Width (US): 6.42 in

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material: 18 Gauge CRS
Mounting: Enclosure
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Module accepts four incoming telephone lines and distributes them to up to twelve locations. More flexible for future configurations as well as a line seizure port for easy integration with security systems. RJ45 jacks for easy termination. Bracket included.

GENERAL INFO
Discontinued: Yes
Superceded By: TM1045
Color: Grey/Black
Footprint: Single Bay
Mod Jack Wiring: 8P8C T568A (RJ45)
Type: Telecom Module

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Mounting Hardware Included: Fasteners

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
UN SPSC: 43222819

DIMENSIONS
Depth (Metric): 5 cm
Depth (US): 2"
Height (Metric): 7.4 cm
Height (US): 2.9"
Width (Metric): 16.3 cm
Width (US): 6.42 in

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Material: 18 Gauge CRS
Mounting: Enclosure
Operating Temperature (Celsius): 0°C to 55°C
Receptacle Type: 13x RJ45, 1x RJ31x
Number Of Receptacles: 14